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INTRODUCTION

Despite increases in rates of income in the 1990s, U.S. women continue to lag behind U.S. men economically. American women in the 1990s made just 73% the earnings of their male counterparts. A recent Census Bureau study found that despite “record highs” in earnings and bachelor’s degrees, American women were far more likely than men to be living in poverty. In 2002, 13.3% of American women lived below the poverty line, as compared to 10.9% of men. In addition, over one-third of female-headed households lived in poverty. In part, this may be because many working women occupy lower-paid positions than their male counterparts. For example, the largest field in which women are employed is “administrative and clerical.” Further, though shifts in welfare laws have increased women’s participation in the workforce, it is not clear they have improved women’s economic standing. In fact, the average wage for those women most impacted by welfare reform—never-married mothers—is only about $14,000 per year.

Women not only disproportionately face poverty in actual dollars, but poverty in assets as well. According to Michael Sherraden, author of Assets and the Poor: A New American Welfare Policy, assets include: savings accounts, real property, and human capital (including education and experience). A recent study by the Levy Economics Institute revealed that of all family types, “female-
headed families with children” had the highest rates of asset poverty, followed by “families with children” in distant second.” Also, a recent initiative spearheaded by Brandeis University noted the disparity of women’s asset wealth:

[Many women in America have not yet gained the assets—the quality jobs, human capital, savings and investments, and other capacities and resources—that are essential to economic security and opportunity. For women, traditional policies may have resulted in more participation in economic life, but many have yet to make it into the economic mainstream. Asset development is the means by which to craft a new and compelling social vision.]

It is against this backdrop that women’s important stake in programs and policies focused on the development of assets becomes clear.

The asset development strategies that have emerged over the past several years might serve as part of the answer to the problem of women’s poverty. The assets included in these strategies include both economic assets such as owning a home and having a bank account, as well as less tangible assets such as a college degree. This Note is limited to the application of these strategies to women in the context of Individual Development Accounts (“IDAs”). Part I provides background on the contours of women in poverty in the United States, along with a brief overview of previous strategies aimed at alleviating poverty. Part II provides a history of IDAs, with an explanation of how IDAs traditionally operate and potential avenues of expansion. Part III lays out current federal and state IDA policy. Part IV highlights current IDA initiatives targeting women. The Note concludes with recommendations for areas of further research.

I. WOMEN’S POVERTY

The United States Census Bureau began publishing statistics on poverty in the late 1950s. Since that time, women have constituted a disproportionate share of those in poverty, increasing from the 1950s through the 1980s, when they made up 62% of all poor adults. Commentators have suggested reasons for women’s disproportionate representation among the poor, such as “carry[ing] the major burden of childrearing,” and “limited opportunities . . . in the labor market.”
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Because women have higher rates of poverty than men, American initiatives aimed at alleviating poverty have particularly impacted women. Thus, the development of public assistance in the 1930s\(^\text{14}\) was particularly salient for women. Public assistance programs in the United States have changed drastically over time, however, facing a massive overhaul in the 1980s,\(^\text{15}\) and transitioning to welfare-to-work in 1996.\(^\text{16}\) The 1996 law removed many from the welfare rolls, although significant poverty persisted\(^\text{17}\) and women remained the majority of the poor.

II. AN ASSET-BASED SOLUTION

Strategies to alleviate poverty, like welfare, and now welfare-to-work, have been criticized for leaving individuals vulnerable to slipping back into poverty. For example, because never-married mothers earn just $14,000 per year, many women are in a particularly precarious situation. Based on these low earnings, if a woman were to miss work for an emergency or other mishap and lose her job, poverty for her and her family is a very likely consequence.

A recent alternative approach to the poverty problem attempts to alleviate poverty through assets in Individual Development Accounts (“IDAs”). The IDA concept was introduced in 1991 by Michael Sherraden in Assets and the Poor: A New American Welfare Policy.\(^\text{18}\) The welfare system uses income as a strategy to try to help the poor, although, as Sherraden has pointed out, welfare has failed to actually decrease poverty.\(^\text{19}\) To get at the “underlying level of poverty,” Sherraden advocated not an income-based approach like welfare, but an asset-based approach.\(^\text{20}\) According to Sherraden, the United States government and private organizations have previously used asset-based strategies to impact specific populations or social problems with great success.\(^\text{21}\) Examples include strategies to promote retirement savings through 401(k) accounts, 403(b) accounts, and Individual Retirement Accounts (“IRAs”).\(^\text{22}\) Among the most successful and recognized asset-development program is the GI Bill.\(^\text{23}\)
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the GI Bill provided veterans with financial support toward post-secondary education and homebuying.\(^{24}\) The legislation resulted in nearly eight million veterans receiving “vocational training,” another two million going to college, and four million veterans buying homes with GI Bill “mortgage subsidies.”\(^{25}\) Considering both public and private policies, Sherraden concludes that “asset accounts . . . are the most rapidly growing form of domestic policy.”\(^{26}\)

Combined with public assistance, Sherraden recommends an asset-based approach for alleviating poverty, as he believes assets help to generate future income.\(^{27}\) Sherraden suggests many other benefits of assets: They improve household stability (so that losing a job or other emergency will not result in poverty), result in a “future orientation” (so people work toward long-term goals), promote development of human capital and other assets (“stimulat[ing] people to improve themselves”), “enable focus and specialization” (freeing up people from other tasks to focus on their work), provide a foundation for risk-taking, “increase personal efficacy” (allowing people to spend time and energy on worrying about things other than time and money), increase social influence, increase political participation, and “increase the welfare of offspring.”\(^{28}\)

The poor tend to have extremely limited assets. In fact, the disparity in assets between the poor, the middle-class, and the wealthy is even greater than their disparity in income.\(^{29}\) Sherraden argues that this is a result of the barriers faced by both the “working poor” and “welfare poor” in accumulating assets.\(^{30}\) In the case of the working poor, barriers to accumulating assets include “the absence of asset accumulation schemes” like work retirement accounts, “institutional barriers to credit” and their effects on homebuying, and “expectations associated with the context of social interaction,” referring to the consumption required by employment (such as having a telephone).\(^{31}\) For the welfare poor, it is virtually impossible to accumulate assets while receiving benefits because welfare program rules prevent asset accumulation.\(^{32}\) In addition, individuals on welfare generally do not have much disposable income, making it difficult to save even small amounts. The welfare poor generally do not have the opportunity to use banks and other financial institutions because these institutions are not found in poor neighborhoods or may not be “receptive to small accounts.”\(^{33}\)

Following Sherraden’s book, IDA programs emerged in the United States be-
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ginning in 1993, and now total at least 391 programs nationwide.\textsuperscript{34} Contemporary IDA programs and policy initiatives remain premised on Sherraden’s work.\textsuperscript{35}

Although the detailed workings of IDA programs vary, IDA programs generally share certain characteristics. IDAs are savings accounts, the resources in which can be used only for limited purposes: First-time homebuying, post-secondary education, job training, and small business-related expenses are uses typically allowed by the programs.\textsuperscript{36} Structurally, IDAs resemble IRAs and are typically managed by nonprofit and community groups (“IDA Administrators”).\textsuperscript{37} IDA programs include a matching component, in which funding provided by the IDA Administrator matches the savings of the IDA accountholder by at least a one-to-one ratio.\textsuperscript{38} For low-income populations using IDAs, the matching component helps make saving worthwhile: They have little disposable income, but the match may double or triple the amount saved. The matches are usually both publicly and privately funded.\textsuperscript{39} IDA programs have a “savings goal”\textsuperscript{40} or required minimum monthly deposits to guide accountholders’ saving behavior. In addition, IDA programs generally have income limits. For example, one program admitted only participants earning less than 200% of the federal poverty level.\textsuperscript{41} Finally, IDA programs include a financial education component, through which the IDA Administrator assists participating individuals in repairing their credit and learning to better manage their money.\textsuperscript{42}

IDAs are not only an alternative or supplement to the welfare system, but provide palatable policy for both the political right and the left. In Owning Up: Poverty, Assets, and the American Dream, Michelle Miller-Adams observes, “[l]iberals welcomed the idea because it called for a new tool to help the poor, supported at least in part by public funds. Conservatives embraced the concept because it sought to reward values they had long championed, such as personal responsibility, thrift, and investment.”\textsuperscript{43}
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In addition, Sherraden cited this “broad bipartisan support” on both the state and federal level in his 2000 Building Assets to Fight Poverty report. 44 During his presidency, Bill Clinton voiced support for IDAs, as did George W. Bush and Al Gore during their presidential campaigns. 45 Also, the Savings for Working Families Act, which is designed to greatly expand IDA programming nationally, was introduced in Congress by both Republican and Democratic senators in 2000 46 and came close to passing for three consecutive years, most recently reintroduced by members of both parties in 2003. 47

Sherraden initially proposed that a national “independent board of trustees” run IDA programs, and that a “group of private investment companies” would operate under them. 48 However, as indicated above, the vast majority of IDAs are currently administered through “partnerships between community organizations and financial institutions.” 49 Over 20,000 people are using IDAs nationwide, a number that reflects the limited number of slots community-based organizations can provide in their IDA programs. 50

Even with the limited numbers served by IDAs to date, the results of IDAs as a way to promote asset development appear promising. The first national IDA demonstration project, the American Dream Demonstration, showed that not only did account-holders save the expected amount, but many saved “above and beyond the amount eligible for matching funds.” 51 The 2,128 families in the American Dream Demonstration saved thirty to seventy-five dollars per month. 52 These families saved over half a million dollars, which was matched by over a million dollars. 53 Also, Michael Sherraden has conducted research indicating that, on average, over twelve months, IDA program participants deposited $528 every other month. 54 Given the success of IDA program participants, Sherraden’s research indicates that “low-income, low-wealth households can save and accumulate assets if they have similar opportunities and incentives to the non-poor.” 55 Sherraden parallels IDAs with programs targeted at the non-poor, where “[i]n the typical American household, people have most of their assets in a home and a retirement account, and in both cases the structures are de-
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fined, regulated, and heavily subsidized by public policy through the tax system.”  

In addition to praise, IDAs have faced criticism. First among these critiques is the notion that many low-income people cannot save money as they do not have money to begin with. However, IDA participants have succeeded in saving; data shows that lower-income people participating in these programs have successfully “accumul[ed] assets.” Also, research has shown that the Earned Income Tax Credit, which is aimed at lower-income populations, can assist IDA participants in saving money. The Earned Income Tax Credit, averaging $2,000 per family in 2002, can be used in IDAs and can be matched. A second criticism of IDA programming is that it could better reach the goal of alleviating poverty for the welfare poor by expanding the range of expenses toward which IDAs could go. The suggested areas for expansion beyond the current typical allowable uses for IDAs of first-time homebuying, small business expenses, and higher education, are “automobile[s]” and “household durables.” As more information becomes available about the benefits of or problems with IDA programs, these could be considered as possible areas of expansion for IDAs to better serve the poor.

III. STATE AND NATIONAL POLICY

A. State Policy

There are many different IDA initiatives taking place at the state government level. Current state IDA policies include laws, administrative rule programs, “coalition and/or collaboration building” involving the state government, and state politicians lobbying for IDAs. Overall, thirty-six or more states have IDA legislation of one kind or another. Most states have either a pres-
ently operating IDA program or programs in development.\textsuperscript{64} IDAs are funded in the states in a variety of ways, including “direct appropriation,” a “tax credit for IDA contributions,” “allocation of CDBG [Community Development Block Grant] funds,” “refundable tax credits for account holders,” and “wage subsidies for IDA-like accounts.”\textsuperscript{65}

B. National Policy

IDA policy has also been put in place on a national level. Current and previous federal initiatives include the American Dream Demonstration (the full name of which is the Downpayments on the American Dream Policy Demonstration), the Assets for Independence Demonstration, and the Office of Refugee Resettlement IDA initiative.\textsuperscript{66} The American Dream Demonstration, a project of the Corporation for Enterprise Development, is “the first large-scale test of IDAs as a social and economic development tool for low-income communities.”\textsuperscript{67} The American Dream Demonstration was a public and private effort nationwide and was supported by a variety of groups, ranging from the federal government to foundations.\textsuperscript{68} The program, lasting six years including an evaluation period, was comprised of fourteen IDA programs, each with fifty to five hundred accounts, and was completed in 2003.\textsuperscript{69} The Assets for Independence Act was a completely federal government-supported IDA demonstration program which selected IDA nonprofit programs for grants, beginning in 1998.\textsuperscript{70} Like the American Dream Demonstration, Assets for Independence was also of a limited duration, lasting five years.\textsuperscript{71} The Office of Refugee Resettlement IDA initiative consisted of grants offered to nonprofit organizations and states using IDAs for “low-income refugees.”\textsuperscript{72} This program provided grants totaling eight million dollars in 1999 and 2000 alone.\textsuperscript{73} In addition, in 2002, Congress considered but did not pass a federal IDA tax credit, which would have resulted in IDA “matching funds” for a limited number of individuals (300,000) meeting certain
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income requirements.\textsuperscript{74} Finally, although not solely an IDA program, the Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996, popularly known as welfare-to-work, includes a permissive provision allowing states to include IDAs in their welfare programs.\textsuperscript{75}

IV. EXPANDING ASSET-BUILDING OPPORTUNITIES

Based on the success of early IDA efforts, advocates propose expanding opportunities to participate in IDAs to a greater number of individuals. Included in these proposals is utilizing employers as IDA administrators. Using employers as a vehicle for IDA administration appears to be a promising mechanism for expansion that could spread the benefits of IDAs; however, because employer-based IDAs are rare, logistical questions about the programs remain unanswered and it is difficult to determine how to best promote them among employers.\textsuperscript{76}

Offering IDAs through employers would greatly increase the availability of IDAs, which currently are generally run through a limited number of nonprofit organizations. In employer-based IDAs, employers serve as the providers of IDAs, a role that employers currently play for 401(k)s and IRAs.\textsuperscript{77} In this model, employers market their IDA programs, provide matching funds, administer the accounts, and provide counseling.\textsuperscript{78} In addition, employers are able to facilitate IDA participation not only by encouraging employees to participate in the programs, but through automatic payroll deductions as well.\textsuperscript{79} The small number of current employer-based IDAs share a set of common characteristics. Most are in workplaces of fifteen to fifty employees, are in the manufacturing and service industries and nonprofit hospitals, were started by nonprofit organizations, and are run primarily by the nonprofit organizations for the employers.\textsuperscript{80}

Employer-based IDAs not only have the potential to benefit employees, but could also benefit employers. Such benefits include the use of IDAs for recruitment and retention of workers, the enhancement of “workplace productivity,” and the provision of an additional benefit with which to attract employees in the case of employers providing limited benefits (or no other benefits) to employees.\textsuperscript{81}

However, employer-based IDAs might face impediments. Probably the largest impediment to operating IDAs through employers is the risk of negative tax treatment for employers. These risks arise from the IRS Revenue Ruling 99-44, which responded to questions regarding the tax ramifications of IDAs in the
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context of the Assets for Independence Act demonstration project.\textsuperscript{82} Although the Revenue Ruling only explicitly applies to IDAs operating under the Assets for Independence program, the reasoning in the Revenue Ruling raises questions about the tax treatment of employer-based IDAs.

The facts in Revenue Ruling 99-44 were that in an Assets for Independence demonstration project, a program participant withdrew money from his account for allowable activities.\textsuperscript{83} A question posed by the Ruling included the tax consequences of this transaction for the IDA administrator.\textsuperscript{84} Revenue Ruling 99-44 determined that under Assets for Independence, the employer’s match is considered a taxable gift.\textsuperscript{85} The Corporation for Enterprise Development has analyzed the impact of Revenue Ruling 99-44, concluding that the “broad[ness]” of the ruling suggests that IDAs not associated with the Assets for Independence program would face the same tax treatment as Assets for Independence IDAs.\textsuperscript{86} Employers may resist incorporating IDAs into their programs for numerous reasons besides possible tax consequences, including that the employers do not have the infrastructure in place to make matching contribution or to provide financial training to employees.\textsuperscript{87} There are also potential Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) problems: IDAs cannot draw away “non-highly compensated employees” from retirement plans because employers must maintain equality between these employees and “highly compensated employees” utilizing these plans.\textsuperscript{88} Finally, in employer-based IDAs, employees might be faced with negative tax treatment as well, as they might be taxed on the employer’s match\textsuperscript{89} and its interest.\textsuperscript{90}

The potential tax risks for employers and employees involved in employer-based IDAs warrants further research. Currently, the common system in which nonprofit intermediaries administer IDA programs appears to result in positive tax treatment for both employers and employees: The companies receive a tax deduction for contributions and the employees receive a nontaxable gift. However, even if employers are subjected to negative tax consequences for IDAs, a commonsense solution may emerge: Perhaps by treating IDAs as an employee benefit which might be attractive to employees, employers might counterbal-
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alleviating any negative tax consequences resulting from IDAs.\textsuperscript{91} In addition, if the match is taxable, employers might be able to offset the tax if they are able to set aside a portion of the match to be used to pay the tax.\textsuperscript{92}

In addition, employers would receive positive tax treatment in states with IDA legislation providing tax credits to employers for the match. “[Tax] credits are very desirable [to persons] with high state tax liabilities, who wish to contribute to good causes, while relieving their tax burden. They are also desirable to any business in the state that has a considerable state tax liability, for the same reason.”\textsuperscript{93} State tax credits available for IDAs are capped in the ten states where they are provided, ranging from Arkansas’ $100,000 annually to Colorado’s five million dollars annually.\textsuperscript{94} Within each of these states’ tax credit programs, a portion of the employer’s match, typically about half, is eligible for the tax credits.\textsuperscript{95} Finally, two states have taken advantage of other tax credits for their IDA programs, but their use of these other credits has been very limited.\textsuperscript{96} However, just having tax credits available for IDAs does not mean employers will take advantage of them: The Center for Social Development recommends that nonprofits target businesses and develop specific educational and marketing strategies to ensure that they fully utilize the existing credits.\textsuperscript{97}

Another avenue that might work for employer-based IDAs is putting funds into a pool that would then be administered by nonprofit organizations.\textsuperscript{98} This would avoid the potential negative tax treatment for employers since the IRS currently allows tax-deductibility for nonprofit organizations administering IDAs and has indicated that “employers’ contributions could be tax deductible” in this scenario.\textsuperscript{99} However, this type of IDA program would need to also include non-employees for the contributions to be tax-deductible.\textsuperscript{100} While the IDA program would be available to the contributing employer’s employees, the contribution would not guarantee that the employees could use the IDA funds.\textsuperscript{101} As the availability of the program to the community is treated as a community benefit, the employer in this scenario would “be eligible to take a tax deduction for its IDA match and operating contributions.”\textsuperscript{102}

Finally, another area in which IDA use could be expanded using employers as IDA Administrators is by tying IDAs into employer revenue. In this model, an employer’s investment in an IDA benefiting only its employees would qual-
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ify as a business deduction in order to reduce the employer’s revenue.\textsuperscript{103} This, in turn, would reduce the employer’s taxable income, thus creating an additional incentive for employers to utilize IDAs.\textsuperscript{104} However, the IRS has not spoken directly on this issue. Research on this approach is in preliminary stages, but appears promising. Another further area of research that might avoid the potential ERISA problems cited above is whether employer-based IDA payments could be treated as compensation rather than an employee benefit.

V. CURRENT INITIATIVES

A movement promoting asset-based strategies to benefit women has emerged. This movement includes organizations and individuals promoting policies and programs including IDAs. The Women’s Self Employment Project (“WSEP”), is an example of this type of organization. WSEP, an Illinois 501(c)(3), was founded in 1986 and uses business development and asset building strategies to benefit women.\textsuperscript{105} WSEP has a six-week course in financial education that results in an IDA account for those who complete the course and uses the course fees to begin the account.\textsuperscript{106} As a result of WSEP’s programs, the organization has helped “over 8,000 low- and moderate-income women increase their economic self-sufficiency and establish a sustainable livelihood for themselves and their families.”\textsuperscript{107}

The larger movement promoting asset development for women culminated in a recent national gathering and an ongoing network of organizations to promote these policies. Women and Assets—A National Initiative, a joint project of the Asset Development Institute and the National Center on Women and Aging at Brandeis University, is heading a national initiative promoting asset accumulation as a way to “advance long-term economic well-being for women and the families they support.”\textsuperscript{108} The national meeting resulted in the network of “local, state, and national groups” and in ongoing strategies to promote asset-based strategies to benefit women.\textsuperscript{109} In addition, other organizations like the Corporation for Enterprise Development are developing promising new asset projects
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that might benefit women directly or indirectly. These include Integrating Savings and Credit for Microenterprise, as well as Savings for Education, Entrepreneurship, and Downpayment accounts for children (SEED), a program similar to IDAs, in which children have long term investment and savings accounts that are limited to spending on college, business creation, home purchases, and retirement.\footnote{CFED, \textit{SEED Policy and Practice Initiative}, at http://seed.cfed.org (last visited Mar. 29, 2004) (on file with the Duke Journal of Gender Law \\& Policy).}

**CONCLUSION**

Asset-based programs and initiatives to alleviate women’s poverty are becoming more common in the United States. As Michael Sherraden has observed, an asset-based policy is needed to benefit the poor, both because “assets are key to family and community development based on capacity rather than maintenance” and for “fairness” since the most widely-used asset programs benefit the non-poor.\footnote{Sherraden, \textit{Building Assets to Fight Poverty}, supra note 44.} However, at present IDA programs are not widely available in the United States. Organizations should continue promoting programs like IDAs to encourage the poor to take advantage of these programs as currently administered through nonprofit organizations. In addition, many states could increase IDA participation by creating more comprehensive legislation, particularly including a tax credit component. This would make IDAs more attractive to employers, which ideally would lead more employers to offer IDAs in their array of employee benefits. However, the hurdle of tax disincentives to employers in employer-based IDAs remains a barrier. Until the IRS provides a more definitive revenue ruling on this subject, more research and advocacy is needed to promote employer-based IDAs that creatively fund their IDA programs in order for the participants to receive favorable tax treatment. Advocacy for these creative employer-based IDAs, as well as additional legislation providing funding for community-based IDAs should lead to a greater number of people taking advantage of these programs.

An expansion of opportunities to participate in IDAs would benefit American women, who remain disproportionately asset poor. In addition, initiatives such as \textit{Women and Assets} have helped define, and are continuing to define, the important role assets play in improving the lives of American women. Through continued advocacy by the organizations and initiatives cited in this Note, among others, a fuller, more informed picture of asset development and its role in women’s lives will be developed.